
Homebrew Game Nominated for Prestigious 
Entertainment Award 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada (March 11, 2009) – Having been 
consistently ranked among the top-selling titles on Nintendo’s WiiWare™ 
service, Defend Your Castle™ has received recent recognition in the form of a 
nomination in the 2009 ELAN Awards. The game has been selected by a 
panel of seven judges for a shot at the Best Casual / Arcade Game category 
in this year’s event, the 3rd annual iteration of the Canadian awards program. 
Developed by a small team with big ideas, Defend Your Castle invites up to 4 
players to become commanders of their kingdom and fight off relentless 
hordes of invading enemies through a mixture of cooperative and competitive 
play. 

Acclaimed casual game developer, XGen Studios Inc. is pleased to receive 
this acknowledgement from the industry professionals involved in the ELAN 
evaluation panel. 

“We crafted DyC to be the game we, ourselves, wanted to play; its exciting 
to hear that our industry peers share our enthusiasm for Defend your Castle” 
said Skye Boyes, founder of XGen Studios.  He continued “In light of the 
overwhelming response to Defend Your Castle on WiiWare, we’re also 
pleased to announce the availability of Defend Your Castle on iPhone and 
iPod Touch devices, via the iTunes App Store, beginning in late March/early 
April”. 

Jordan Dubuc, director of operations for XGen added “we're thrilled to receive 
this recognition and validation of our significant efforts in crafting a unique 
gaming experience like Defend Your Castle.” 

Defend Your Castle has met with much critical acclaim, with Wired Magazine 
exclaiming “Defend Your Castle is five bucks worth of awesome”, while IGN's 
review calls Defend Your Castle “a fun WiiWare game and a perfect example 
of what the service can bring to Wii owners”. 

For additional information about Defend your Castle and other XGen Studios 
titles, please visit XGenStudios.com 
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About XGen Studios Inc. 

XGen Studios is an award-winning developer, publisher, and technology 
provider for the Web, WiiWare™, and iPhone™. Since its inception in 2001, 
XGen Studios has grown into a thriving online community with over 4.5 
Million monthly players. XGen games are featured on the web's largest 
portals including MySpace, MTV, MiniClip, and EA's Pogo. 

All rights reserved. XGen Studios, Defend your Castle and the XGen Studios 
logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of XGen Studios, Inc. or its 
affiliates. 

Trademarks of Nintendo used under license. WiiWare is available only 
through the Wii console. 

Press Contact 

contact@xgenstudios.com 
www.xgenstudios.com 
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